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Before I finish my prototype, I decided yesterday to make a mini playtest to get a look and feel of the 
game. I could say that the results were positive and I am very excited to play a more complete game. 
Here are a few things I have noted:

Combat cards: I intended to make players start with 6 cards in their deck, which are the basic rats 
which can optionally be used as support cards. The problem is that if the players have a hand of 5 
cards, that only leaves 1 card in their discard pile. So I could increase the basic rats to 9, but I think it 
will clog the deck later. Since with the new tech tree everybody start with the first unit type, then I 
could add 1 or 2 card at the start of the game.

Rock-Paper-Scisor: The RPS to decide who shoot first seems interesting but it creates other 
restrictions. First all cards needs to be in multiple of 3. So I must have 3 or 6 cards of each type of unit. 
But what if like in rune age, I want to have more weak cards and less strong cards, like let say 5-4-3. So 
I was thinking to remove the RPS. It will make combat resolution easier, and there are so many 
variables in combat already, that I don't think the players will get often in a situation where the combat 
can only be resolved in 1 way. Another thing, if players starts with 2 level 1 units, that leave only 1 left 
to built. On the other hand, with no RPS that would leave 3 left to build. I could even make each 
category have a different nb of cards like: A: 6-5-4, B:5-4-3, C:4-3-2. That would give a certain rarity 
to certain units. 

Fixed Production Cost: Which lead me to the idea that buildings and unit cards now have a fixed 
production cost. So each base place 1 building per turn, and each production building add 1 card, + 1 
card of the player's choice. This way, it is much more easier to manage, and I could use the quantity of 
cards like explained above to indicate that some cards are more valuable than others. They are not 
harder to build, but the quantity you can place in your deck is more limited (the starcraft board game 
also have limited units according to the number of miniatures). So the only thing that now have a real 
production cost is technology upgrades and unit unlock. Limiting to 4 buildings per base, and having a 
limited set of buildings is also interesting and forces some strategy in the design of the base.

Progressively Increasing cats: The start of the game is pretty harsh, so I though that I could 
progressively add cats to the game, where the first turn there is no cats and at the end, the nb of cats 
equal to the number of players. Maybe that will not be necessary if using the quick start rule below.

Quick Start: The first round is a bit dull because there is only 1 movement that each player can do. 
There are also no that many rats reinforcing, because players only have 1 base. So in order to jump in 
the game faster, I though that each player could start the game with 2 base they would place 5-3 rats or 
5-4 rats in 2 different areas. That would imply that most rooms would already be shared by 2 or more 
players right at the start of the game. That could also be good considering there is only 7 turns. It would 
also double the number of possible movement right from the start and giving more strategic options for 
moving.

Base destruction: This seems pretty hard to do right now. There will be the “collateral damage” ability 



which might end up very powerful. Or maybe certain units need a special attack to target building 
particularly in battles. Else I though that each extra rat that exceed your opponent surviving rats could 
make 1 point of damage and you can destroy a building for each 3 point of damage you can make. This 
will allow destroying buildings, even if you do not have the units with the right ability. But in the end, 
it will make building destruction slow, making it hard to kick out a player out of a room where he has a 
base. That could be desired if I want to make it hard to eliminate a player. Maybe building destruction 
is easier at the end, but players will already have a lot of bases, so it will not matter much and also the 
game will be about to end, so player elimination is not much an issue here.

Event cards: I had more ideas for event cards recently which are really funny. They might actually 
come in the prototype much sooner than I thought. Each room will have 2 event cards that will occur in 
it. 1 or 2 even card is drawn each turn, it depends on the number of players. It could be not a fixed 
value (for example: 1-1-1-2-1-1-2). Each event card will give 3-2-1 glory points according to the 
majority of rats in the room. But the player with the most will get the event cards which gives him a 
special ability that can probably be used each turn for the rest of the game. That should incite players to 
move where they would not want to.

Room Design: I am currently working on the room design and trying to plan how many rooms of each 
size there should be according to the number of players. Since there are 5 type of resources, I need 10 
different type of rooms what will each have a unique combination of 2 resources. Since I want the 
rooms to be double sided, I am thinking to have each room available in large and small format. For 
example, you could have a large kitchen or a small kitchen. This way it will be easier to make sure 
there is a kitchen in all games, and it will also make less event cards to design.

Conclusion

So this is it, I have high hopes for this game, it is now becoming interesting and the structure now starts 
to make sense. The board game parody is even better since the game looks much closer to the original 
Star Craft board game, so Star Craft fans should love this game. I never though I would be actually 
excited about designing an area of majority game.

 


